foot- operated

IMPULSE SEALERS

Foot-operated impulse sealers are ideal for high volume poly bag & other thermoplastic
sealing. The sealers are capable of sealing 15-20 bags per minute. These sealers allow you to
keep both hands free for quicker and more accurate sealing. The machines are also
equipped with a plug-in timer. The timer controls the sealing time needed for different
materials. Once the timer is set, it will give a consistently flat seal. When seal is done, the
sealer will automatically beep or the signal light on timer will turn off.
TISF Series are light blue in color and are available in 12”, 18”, & 24” with a 2mm or 5mm seal
width. Depending on the model of the sealer, materials up to 24” wide and with 16 mil total
thickness can be sealed. The sealers include a 26” pedestal, a 2” base, an adjustable
worktable, & an adjustable foot control. An optional 36” pedestal for standing operation is
available. The manufacturer’s replacement kit includes 2 elements and 1 fuse.
Easy to operate: Set the timer, insert the bag between the sealing bars, press down the foot board &
release after timer goes off. To enhance the appearance of the seal, hold down the foot board for
an additional 1 to 2 seconds after the timer light goes off.

Size

Seal Width

Model#

Watts

Wt. (lbs.)

12”

2mm

TISF-302

400w

44/9

18”

2mm

TISF-452

600w

47/9

24”

2mm

TISF-602

800w

49/9

12”

5mm

TISF-305

600w

49/9

18”

5mm

TISF-455

900w

59/9

24”

5mm

TISF-605

1200w

59/9
2 packages

*ROUND WIRE HEATING ELEMENTS are available for cut & seal
applications at no additional cost. When ordering, add the letters “rnd”
to the model number# - i.e. TISF-302rnd.

IT-863/RS-8

A 3-Line mountable imprinter is an available
option. It mounts on the upper jaw of the
sealer. Seal and print in one single
operation. Ribbon colors available in black,
blue, white, red, & gold.
One hole must be drilled on the upper jaw for
imprinter attachment.
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